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1. Introduction 

1.1 Aim of Paper 

The aim of this paper is to discuss the use of tail-head linkage in Kamula discourse. Reference will 
also be made to temporal conjunctions, and their use compared to that of tail-head linkage. 

1.2 Kamula people and language 

The Kamula people number around 800 and live in the Western Province of Papua New Guinea. 
They own a huge expanse of rainforest, which easily sustains their hunting and gathering life-style. 
Sago is their staple food. 

Wurm (1982) classifies Kamula as a family level isolate of the Central and South New Guinea 
stock and superstock of the Trans New Guinea Phylum. Shaw (1986), however, proposes that 
Kamula be placed in the Bosavi family and in the Bosavi Watershed subfamily. Lexically and 
grammatically, our investigations to date show very few similarities with the Bosavi family 
languages, and so Wurm's classification is possibly more accurate. 

The research for this paper was carried out under the auspices of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics. The data on which the analysis is based was collected between 1991 and 1997, 
primarily from the Kamula people living in the village of Keseki, but also from the other villages of 
Samokopa and Wasapeya. The data consists of 70 texts, (240 kbytes, approx. 9000 clauses), both 
oral and written. 

1.3 List of Abbreviations 
 
1 first person INF infinitive 
2 second person INT intention 
3 third person INTENS intensifier 
ABL ablative INTER interrogative 
ACCOMP accompaniment LOC locative 
AGNT agent NEUT.SEQ neutral sequence 
ASP aspect NOM nominaliser 
BEN benefactive PERF perfect 
COMP comparison PL plural 
DEM demonstrative PRES present 
DS different subject REAL realis 
EQUAT equative REFLEX reflexive 
FOC focus RP reported past 
FP far past SG singular 
HAB habitual SP.SEQ span sequence 
HORT hortative SS same subject 
IMM.SEQ immediate sequence TOP topic 
IMPER imperative   
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2. Forms of tail-head linkage 
Tail-head linkage refers to that feature of a language where the final clause of the previous sentence 
is recapitulated in some way at the beginning of the next sentence. Generally in Kamula, this 
involves the fully inflected final verb being recapitulated, using a medial verb form with an affix 
encoding either simultaneous or sequential action. In addition to just the verb being recapitulated, 
other constituents of the clause may also be recapitulated.  We will discuss some of these 
possibilities below. 

2.1 Recapitulation of verb 

The most simple form of tail-head linkage is recapitulation of only the final verb of the previous 
clause. 

(1) di  oko  hamsia-po  tlu-wa.     Tlu-me... 
1PL work do-IMM.SEQ go_down-FP. Go_down-SP.SEQ... 

We did our work and went down. We went down and... 

Sometimes more than one verb is recapitulated. 

(2) Opa-ta   kokoloma komale dla pua-me      dokosta-iyo. Pua-me  
Men-AGNT door     fence  LOC come-SP.SEQ destroy-RP.  Come-SP.SEQ  

 dokoste-po... 
destroy-IMM.SEQ... 

The men came to the entrance way and destroyed (it). They came and destroyed it and... 

It is also possible to recapitulate the final verb plus the subject. 

(3) ...yia:-ta  madipata pota-iyo.      Yia: pota-mama... 
...3PL-AGNT both     run_awayPL-RP. 3PL  run_away-SS... 

...they both ran away. While they were running away... 

Sometimes the subject which is recapitulated does not actually overtly occur in the previous clause, 
but rather at the beginning of the previous sentence. This is due to the nature of clause chaining, 
where verb affixation alone tracks the subject, rather than an explicit noun phrase. Therefore, 
several clauses may be linked together with no overt subject stated, and so it is necessary to go 
back, usually to the beginning of that sentence, (although sometimes several sentences back), to 
find the subject overtly stated. 
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(4) Di-ta    ka:yapa Ukarumpa ta-mama pleini dulu   dla 
1PL-AGNT first   Ukarumpa go-SS   plane  inside LOC 

 tua-me           tlowe-deme popa:-mama pato oplami-ta inoma 
go_inside-SP.SEQ goINF-INT  sitPL-SS   big  man-AGNT  eye 

 sumu-wa.  Di  inoma su-po... 
shoot-FP. 1PL eye   shoot-IMM.SEQ... 

When we went to Ukarumpa for the first time, (we) went inside the plane and when (we) 
sitting about to go, the pilot prayed. We prayed and... 

(5) Na:  ma   ila-me        ta-me     aliya ope de-mama wodlowe  
1SG again return-SP.SEQ go-SP.SEQ pig   fat eat-SS  initiation  

 aya   ha-po        dali wom-halu-wa.  Na: dali wom-hala-lati 
house make-IMM.SEQ tree fell-stay-FP. 1SG tree fell-stay-DS... 

I returned again and went and while (I was) eating pig fat, (I) built the initiation house and 
cut down trees. While I was cutting down trees... 

It is also possible for the object to be recapitulated. (see also preceeding example (5)) 

(6) Na:-ta   pua-me      aya   dla daya ha:u-wa. Daya ha:-po... 
1SG-AGNT come-SP.SEQ house LOC sago cook-FP. Sago cook-IMM.SEQ... 

I came and cooked sago at the house. (I) cooked sago and... 

Locative phrases may also be recapitulated. 

(7) ...ta-me     yu    dulu   dla tlu-iyo.    Yu    dulu   dla 
...go-SP.SEQ water inside LOC go_down-RP. Water inside LOC 

 tlu-me... 
go_down-SP.SEQ... 

... (he) went and went down inside the water. (He) went down inside the water and... 

Finally, any combination of the above is possible, as in the example following, where the verb, plus 
subject, object and locative phrase are recapitulated. 

(8) Di  ta-me     aya   dla heta-me      daya dem-popa:u-wa. Di 
1PL go-SP.SEQ house LOC go_up-SP.SEQ sago eat-sitPL-FP.  1PL 

 e-dla   daya dem-popa:-po... 
DEM-LOC sago eat-sitPL-IMM.SEQ... 

We went and went up to the house and sat eating sago. We sat there eating sago and... 

2.2 Pro-verb -pa- 

Instead of recapitulating the verb of the previous clause, sometimes the pro-verb -pa- 'do' is used 
instead. The use of the pro-verb in this way commonly summarizes not only the event of the 
immediately preceding clause, but of the preceding series of clauses. Presumably this is why the 
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speaker chooses to use the pro-verb, in preference to recapitulating the actual verb, so that he can 
neatly summarize several events, instead of just one. 

(9) Na: e   nati-pame    wai    mala-pame      amu-wa. Helen mape ya: 
1SG DEM see-NEUT.SEQ mother think-NEUT.SEQ cry-FP. Helen also 3SG 

 na:-ye  nati-po     amu-wa. E-pam-mama di-ta... 
1SG-TOP see-IMM.SEQ cry-FP. DEM-do-SS  1PL-AGNT... 

When I saw that, (I) thought of my mother and cried. Helen too, when she saw me, (she) 
cried. Doing that we... 

The pro-verb can also be combined with another verb to summarize the previous clause(s). 

(10) Pleini-ta  di   dla hete-po        suwa  dla Helen dla popsela:-le 
Plane-AGNT high LOC ascend-IMM.SEQ swoop LOC Helen LOC clutch-NOM 

 dem-polu-wa. Di  e-pam-tamale-mama... 
do-sit-FP.   1PL DEM-do-goPL-SS... 

The plane went up and when it swooped down, I sat and held on to Helen. We went doing 
that and... 
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3. Uses of Tail-head linkage 

3.1 Recapitulation of verb 

Tail-head linkage occurs mainly in narrative discourses (including legends) and also in procedural 
discourses. It generally only occurs in hortatory discourses if the speaker uses a narrative to 
illustrate his point. 

In narrative discourses, tail-head linkage is used within a thematic paragraph primarily to highlight 
events and bring them to the attention of the hearer. It is also a cohesive device, functioning to tie 
events together. 

(11) ...dali di   dla heta-iyo.  Ya: e-dla   heta-me... 
...tree high LOC ascend-RP. 3SG DEM-LOC ascend-SP.SEQ... 

...(he) went up the tree. He went up there and... 

It is not unusual for several consecutive sentences to be tied together with tail-head linkage. The 
following is an excerpt from a legend. 

(12) ...daya halo-po     pua-me      imhale-mde-iyo. Ya: aliya daya 
...sago get-IMM.SEQ come-SP.SEQ feed-HAB-RP.    3SG pig   sago 

 imhala-lati, opa-ye  akimlala alia some himya-iyo. Yia: 
feed-DS,     men-TOP children pig  COMP tie-RP.    3PL 

 himye-mama, maseyemala dla himomele, amseyemala dla himomele 
tie-SS,     boy        LOC tie,      girl       LOC tie 

 demte-po   wode-iyo.    Yia:-ye wodem-ha:ha:-lati,  Hatapa ya:-ye 
do-IMM.SEQ initiate-RP. 3PL-TOP initiate-stayPL-DS, Hatapa 3SG-TOP 

 ta-me     aliya ya:-ta   daya imhala-le-ye himomele-iyo. Ya: 
go-SP.SEQ pig   3SG-AGNT sago feed-NOM-TOP tie-RP.       3SG  

 himomele-me... 
tie-SP.SEQ... 

... (he) got sago and came and habitually fed (the pig). While he was feeding the pig, men 
tied up children like pigs. They tied them up, boys and girls, and conducted the initiation. 
While they were doing the initiation, Hatapa went and tied up the pig he had been feeding. 
He tied it up and... 

Recapitulating the verb serves to focus on that particular action, and thus the important events in 
the story are effectively communicated using tail-head linkage. (See Appendix for further 
demonstration of this.) 

In procedural discourses, where the speaker is relating how to do something, tail-head linkage is 
also very common. Here, its function is to highlight the main steps of the particular procedure 
while tying each main step to the following one, underlining that when one step is finished, the 
next begins. 
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The following sentences are taken from a procedural text on house-building. 

(13) ...kosopa ha-mde-po.         Kosopa ha-po      gude-pame 
...cane   do-HAB-REAL/EQUAT. Cane   do-IMM.SEQ finish-NEUT.SEQ 

 eme       hotopolo-mde-po. Eme       hotopolo-po    ma-gude-lati, 
sago_leaf thatch-HAB-REAL. Sago-leaf thatch-IMM.SEQ ASP-finish-DS, 

 klukala  dokoste-po      dopuko di   bopude-mde-po. 
platform destroy-IMM.SEQ ridge  high cover-HAB-REAL/EQUAT. 

 Bopude-po... 
Cover-IMM.SEQ... 

...(you) habitually get the cane ready. When you have got the cane ready and finished, then 
you habitually thatch the roof with sago leaves. When you have thatched the roof with sago 
leaves and finished, you destroy the platform and habitually cover the ridge on top of the 
roof. You cover it and... 

3.2 Pro-verb -pa- 
When the pro-verb -pa- is used to recapitulate the previous clause(s), it sometimes functions to tie 
events together within a paragraph (as in (9) and (10)), and at other times functions to summarize 
and then begin a new paragraph.  

The following sentence, taken from a narrative, serves as a bridge between one paragraph and the 
next. The pro-verb neatly sums up the action of the previous four sentences (where one man was 
doing many things), while at the same time it starts a new paragraph. The verb gudepame 'finish 
and...' helps to underline that the previous action is now finished and that something new is about 
to begin. 

(14) Ya:-ye  e-pam-sela:-po        gude-pame... 
3SG-TOP DEM-do-wander-IMM.SEQ finish-NEUT.SEQ... 

He went about doing that and finished and... 

Thus, the pro-verb functions within the paragraph (as does tail-head linkage), but also across 
paragraph boundaries. 
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4. Temporal Conjunctions 
When discussing tail-head linkage, one must inevitably consider conjunctions and compare their 
function to that of tail-head linkage. Kamula has several conjunctions, both temporal and causal.1 
In this paper we will discuss the temporal conjunctions and their use in discourse. 

As has been seen above, tail-head linkage is used to highlight certain events and tie them together 
within the thematic paragraph. The pro-verb -pa- may be used either within or across paragraph 
boundaries. Temporal conjunctions also occur both within and across the paragraph boundaries. 
The difference with using temporal conjunctions is that the events are not recapitulated, but just 
linked together one after the other. Thus, the conjunctions do not have the function of highlighting 
events. 

If one looks at the temporal conjunctions it seems that two of them (epame 'and then' and epalati 
'and then') contain the pro-verb -pa- 'do'. Perhaps at one time these words functioned more as verbs, 
but nowadays they are fixed lexicalised items. This distinguishes them from the true pro-verb as 
described above, which is not lexicalised and may be inflected like other verbs. 

Below is a brief representation of the most common temporal conjunctions,their meanings and use. 
Conjunctions normally occur sentence initially (followed by the subject), although it is also 
possible for the conjunctions to occur after the subject. 

epo 'and' 

The most simple way of connecting two sentences is with epo 'and'. 

(15) e-po 
DEM-EQUAT/REAL 

and 

(16) ...yia: medla ha:ha:-iyo. Epo kapala kama-le   matle atla-iyo... 
...3PL  LOC   stayPL-RP.  And skin   white-NOM again say-RP... 

...they stayed there. And the white skin said again... 

epame 'and then' 

The conjunction epame 'and then', carries the sequential affix -me 'span sequence', which also 
occurs on medial verbs, when the following event is somewhat removed in time. 

(17) e-pa-me 
DEM-do-SP.SEQ 

and then 

(18) ...aliya suma-iyo. Epame    epali-po... 
...pig   shoot-RP. And_then butcher-IMM.SEQ 

...(he) shot the pig. And then (he) butchered (it) and... 

epalati 'and then' 
                                                      
1 For a description of temporal and causal conjunctions, see Routamaa, J. 1994. Kamula Grammar Essentials. 
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The conjunction epalati, which also means 'and then', carries the different subject affix -lati 
'different subject' which also occurs on medial verbs when the subject of the following sentence is 
different from that of the previous sentence. 

(19) e-pa-lati 
DEM-do-DS 

and then 

(20) Bataliya-ta      hiyele-iyo. Epalati  oplami ya:-ye  teleta-iyo. 
Evil_spirit-AGNT scream-RP.  And_then man    3SG-TOP run_away-RP 

The evil spirit screamed. And then the man ran away. 

These three conjunctions above are by far the most common temporal conjunctions in narrative 
discourse and serve to link sequential events together. To an extent, the use of conjunctions versus 
the use of tail-head linkage is a stylistic device, dependent on the speaker. When a string of 
conjunctions is used to link events together, the discourse tends to be rather flat, comparable to an 
English discourse linked by a succession of 'and then's'. As soon as tail-head linkage is used, events 
are highlighted and focussed on, and the overall effect is more dynamic. 
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5. Written and Oral styles 
Short stories written by the Kamula people do not differ significantly from oral stories. Both styles 
display a similar occurrence and use of tail-head linkage and conjunctions. (See Appendix for 
samples of both oral and written texts.) 

It has been observed, however, that in texts which have been translated from English, there is 
considerably less use of tail-head linkage and more use of conjunctions. This is possibly because 
the translation is influenced by the English text, which does not contain tail-head linkage. 

6. Summary 
Tail-head linkage is a feature of Kamula narrative and procedural discourses. It occurs within the 
thematic paragraph, within the time-chain of the story, and functions to highlight the main events. 
The pro-verb is also used to recapitulate events. It functions both within and across paragraph 
boundaries, but does not make certain events as prominent as the use of tail-head linkage would. 
Temporal conjunctions are an alternative means of linking sequential events together. They are 
used within and across paragraph boundaries, without making events prominent. The use of tail-
head linkage helps to make the events of the story cohesive and dynamic, whereas the use of 
temporal conjunctions simply binds events together in a sequential manner. 

In the appendix, I will show that the event line in a narrative is traced through the final verbs, while 
important events from the speaker's point of view are traced through the tail-head linkage system, 
and crucial events are marked by the focus clitic -tapo.2 The table following each text demonstrates 
this. 

7. Bibliography 
Årsjö, B. 1997. Receptor Language Considerations: Linking. Lecture Notes BTW 

Routamaa, J. 1994. Kamula Grammar Essentials. ms: SIL 

Routamaa, J. 1997. Events and Participants in Kamula Discourse. ms: SIL 

Van Kleef, S. 1988. Tail-head linkage in Siroi. Language and Linguistics in Melanesia 20: 147-156 

 

                                                      
2 See Routamaa, J. 1997: Events and Participants in Kamula Discourse. ms: SIL. 
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8. Appendix 

8.1 Oral Narrative 

The following text illustrates a typical use of tail-head linkage and temporal conjunctions in 
narrative discourse. 

Epedeme Keseki isili tlu-wa,     kapala kama-le   a:ya  mate   Kamenato 
And_so  Keseki under go_down-FP, skin   white-NOM woman ACCOMP Kamenato 

mate   na:. 
ACCOMP 1SG 

And so we went down to the waterfalls, the white skin woman and Kamenato and I. 

Tlu-me         Kamenato mate   kapala kama-le  mate   ma-tou-wa. 
Go_down-SP.SEQ Kamenato ACCOMP white  skin-NOM ACCOMP ASP-go-FP 

We went down and Kamenato and the white skin woman went ahead. 

Di-ta    ta-lati wole-ta    inoma selede-wa. 
1PL-AGNT go-DS   women-AGNT eye   follow-FP 

While we were going, the women were staring (at us). 

Na:-ye  epalati  duka   dla tiale-po           hala-wa. 
1SG-TOP and_then middle LOC stay_still-IMM.SEQ stay-FP 

And then I stayed still in the middle. 

Epame    na: monolo   alotle tlu-wa. 
And_then 1SG REFLEX   later  go_down-FP 

And then I went by myself later. 

Tlu-me         Kesiki isili, Kamenato-tapo, "kiale  natla tlu-ne," 
Go_down-SP.SEQ Keseki under, Kamenato-FOC,  "paddle see   go_down-IMP," 

de-lati tlu-me         kiale  hau-wa. 
say-DS  go_down-SP.SEQ paddle get-FP 

We went down to the falls and Kamenato said, "Go down and get a paddle," and so I went down 
and got a paddle. 

Epo ya: tlo  tlu-me         koa   hou   dla ele-lati koa   e 
And 3SG only go_down-SP.SEQ canoe place LOC sleep-DS canoe DEM 

ha-me      ma-tou-wa. 
get-SP.SEQ ASP-go-FP 

And she went down to the canoe place and got that canoe and went. 
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Na:-ta   Kamenato watle e-po3      atlu-wa, "Kamenato wa: yo 
1SG-AGNT Kamenato BEN   DEM-EQUAT say-FP,  "Kamenato 2SG owner 

dale-po     koa   e   ham-ta-ma:?   Na: pota   wote-ma." 
ask-IMM.SEQ canoe DEM get-go-INTER, 1SG INTENS afraid-PRES 

I said this to Kamenato, "Kamenato, did you ask the owner if we could get that canoe and go? I'm 
very afraid." 

E-po      atlem-hala-wa koa   sitali dla hale-mama. 
DEM-EQUAT say-stay-FP   canoe place  LOC stay-SS 

I said that while we were staying at the canoe place. 

Epo koa   ha-me      ma-ta-me      koa   sitali dla koa   himi-wa. 
And canoe get-SP.SEQ ASP-go-SP.SEQ canoe place  LOC canoe put-FP 

And she got the canoe and went and put the canoe at the canoe place. 

Koa   yu    solo-po       metle hetou-wa. 
Canoe water scoop-IMM.SEQ ABL   go_up-FP 

We scooped out the water from the canoe and went up. 

Heta-me      Weliato wolo   tudi plolom-sia-mama, amalo ma-ha-na. 
Go_up-SP.SEQ Weliato ACCOMP line throw-wander-SS, fish  ASP-get-PERF 

We went up and Weliato and the others were fishing and had already caught fish. 

Epalati  di  ma   tudi plolom-siamu-wa. 
And_then 1PL also line throw-wander-FP 

And then we also fished. 

Tudi plolom-sia-mama kapala kama-le   a:ya-ta    tudi hamasta-ye ewala 
Line throw-wander-SS skin   white-NOM woman-AGNT line throw-TOP  stone 

yelu-wa. 
bite-FP 

While we were fishing, the white skin woman's line got stuck on a rock. 

Dlapamalo tudi plolom-sia-mama, e   ma   ewala yelu-wa. 
Fire_fish line throw-wander-SS, DEM also rock  bite-FP 

While she was fishing for small fish, that line got stuck on a rock too. 

Na: epo ta-me     ele-lati kumapo eso-ta    bopude-po     elu-wa. 
1SG and go-SP.SEQ sleep-DS plant  leaf-AGNT cover-IMM.SEQ sleep-FP 

And I went and feeling sleepy, covered myself with leaves and slept. 

                                                      
3 Epo is also used as a quote introduction. 
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Kapala kama-le   ya: tlo  yu    pili dla polu-wa. 
Skin   white-NOM 3SG only water bank LOC sit-FP 

And the white skin, she sat alone on the river bank. 

Na:-ye  ele-po        daya ta:-lati  ta-me     hakala  holomu-wa. 
1SG-TOP sleep-IMM.SEQ sago hungry-DS go-SP.SEQ coconut getPL-FP 

I slept and then feeling hungry, I went and got coconuts. 

Hakala  ha-me      mala-me,         hakala  oso-po,      hakala 
Coconut get-SP.SEQ come_down-SP.SEQ coconut husk-IMM.SEQ coconut 

supulalo-po, daya mate   hakala  mate   dem-pope-wa. 
split-SP.SEQ sago ACCOMP coconut ACCOMP eat-sitPL-FP 

I got coconuts and came and then husked the coconuts and split them and we sat and ate sago and 
coconut. 

Mala-me          koa   sitali dla ha:ha:-lati tiyo pato helu-wa. 
Come_down-SP.SEQ canoe place  LOC stayPL-DS   rain big  rain-FP 

We came down and while we were staying at the canoe place, a big rain rained. 

Epalati  tiyo meyuma, aya. 
And_then rain hit     house 

And then we came to the house through the rain. 

Epo duli  hatiti-po     eto    holo-po     yu    tilimala tou-wa. 
And bilum putPL-IMM.SEQ bucket get-IMM.SEQ water doPL     go-FP 

And we put our bilums down, got buckets and went to get water. 

Yu    huhuta-mama Kamenato na: Batieme yu    mate   sisie-wa. 
Water wash-SS     Kamenato 1SG Batieme water ACCOMP playPL-FP 

While we were washing, Kamenato, I and Batieme played in the water. 

E-pa-pu-wa. 
DEM-do-come-FP 

That's what happened. 
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TABLE OF EVENTS 
 
Main Event Line Important Events Crucial Events 
(final verbs) (tail-head linkage) (-tapo) 

went down (tlu-wa) went down (Tlu-me...) 
went (tou-wa) went (Ta-lati...) 
stare (inoma selede-wa) 
stay (hala-wa) 
went down (tlu-wa) went down (Tlu-me...) Kamenato-tapo 
  "Go and get the 
got paddle (kiale hau-wa)  paddle." 
  (Kiale natla tlu-ne.) 
went (tou-wa)  [This is crucial from 
said (atlu-wa) said (atlemhalu-wa...) the speaker's point 
  of view, because they 
put canoe (koa himi-wa)  were about to borrow 
  a canoe without the 
went upriver (hetou-wa) went upriver (Heta-me...) owner's permission.] 
caught fish (amalo ha-na) 
fished (tudi plolomsiamu-wa) fished  
 (Tudi plolemsia-mama...) 
got stuck (ewala yelu-wa) 
got stuck (ewala yelu-wa) 
sat (polu-wa) 
slept (elu-wa) slept (ele-po...) 
got coconuts  got coconuts  
(hakala halomu-wa) (Hakala ha-me...) 
ate (dempope-wa) 
rained (tiyo helu-wa) 
came home through rain 
(tiyo meyuma, aya) 
got water (yu tilimala tou-wa) 
played (sisieu-wa) 

8.2 Written Narrative 

This short written story is a typical example of a written narrative. It displays use of both tail-head 
linkage and temporal conjunctions. 

Amalo gopa:dla ta-le. 
Fish  dive     go-NOM 

Going diving for fish. 

Alila hale-ta      na: mate   na: bapo   mate   amalo gopa:dla tou-wa. 
Day   certain-AGNT 1SG ACCOMP 1SG nephew ACCOMP fish  dive     go-FP 

One day I and my nephew went diving for fish. 
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Di  ta-me     Wawi  ulu-me        ta-me     ha:ha:-lati, kiptalo   opi 
1PL go-SP.SEQ Wawoi cross-SP.SEQ  go-SP.SEQ stayPL-DS,   young_men some 

alotle pumulu-wa. 
later  comePL-FP 

We went and crossed the Wawoi and went and when we were staying, some young men came after 
us. 

Yi-ta    di  watle atlu-wa, "Uwe hadima ta-me?" 
3PL-AGNT 1PL BEN   say-FP,  "2PL where  go-INTER?" 

They said to us, "Where are you going?" 

Epalati  di-ta    e-po      atla-iyo, "Di  amalo gopa:dla ta-ma." 
And_then 1PL-AGNT DEM-EQUAT say-RP,   "1PL fish  dive     go-PRES." 

And then we said this, "We're going diving for fish." 

Yi-ta    di  watle e-po      atlu-wa, "Dia: mate   tloa." 
3PL-AGNT 1PL BEN   DEM-EQUAT say-FP,  "1PL  ACCOMP goHORT." 

They said this to us, "Let's go together!" 

Epalati  di-ta    yia: watle atlu-wa, "Yoo, uwa: mate   tloa." 
And_then 1PL-AGNT 3PL  BEN   say-FP,  "Yes, 2PL  ACCOMP goHORT." 

And then we said to them, "Yes, let's go together!" 

Epo di  yimkata  gopa:dem-hetou-wa. 
And 1PL together dive-ascend-FP 

And we went up (the river) diving together. 

Gopa:dem-heta-mama, amalo sikemte siomu-wa. 
Dive-ascend-SS,     fish  INTENS  shootPL-FP 

While we were going up diving, we speared many fish. 

Epame    sali ma-tu-lati,     di  ma    ila-me        pu-wa,   aya   dla 
And_then sun  ASP-go_down-DS, 1PL again return-SP.SEQ come-FP, house LOC 

And then when the sun was already going down, we came back home. 

Aya   dla pua-me,      amalo alo-po        opi  bidlo  
House LOC come-SP.SEQ, fish  share-IMM.SEQ some 1PL.REFLEX  

holo-po,        di  yimlala  mate   de-wa. 
takePL-IMM.SEQ, 1PL children ACCOMP eat-FP 

We came home, shared the fish, and took some ourselves and ate with our children. 
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TABLE OF EVENTS 

Main Event Line Important Events Crucial Events 
(final verbs) (tail-head linkage) (-tapo) 

went (tou-wa) went (Ta-me...)  4 
came (pumulu-wa) 
said (atlu-wa) 
said (atla-iyo) 
said (atlu-wa) 
said (atlu-wa) 
went diving  went diving 
(gopa:demhetou-wa) (Gopa:demheta-mama...) 
speared fish (amalo siomu-wa) 
came home (pu-wa, aya dla) came home 
  (Aya dla pua-me...) 
ate (de-wa) 

                                                      
4 The lack of -tapo is typical in this type of discourse. See Routamaa 1997. 


